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ABSTRACT:  
 

Lubricated PTFE sliding bearings and mild-steel energy dissipation devices act 
together as an elastoplastic seismic isolation system. These systems have been used 
in seismic isolation of many bridges in Italy and other parts of the world. One case 
study involving the use of these devices is discussed here to examine their 
applicability in the performance-based design approach for bridges. The structures 
are the viaducts on the Istanbul to Ankara Motorway in Turkey. 

 

The design philosophy and application details of the isolation system are studied 
here. Performance of the isolation system is evaluated for two very strong 
earthquakes. It is established that pier forces are significantly reduced due to the 
inclusion of the energy dissipating elements and the level of forces transferred to the 
substructure can be predicted irrespective of the ground motion. But the absence of a 
restoring force mechanism also reveals the inherent limitation of the system in which 
large permanent deformations of the superstructure are created in the event of an 
earthquake. 

 

A tentative outline of Performance-Based Bridge Design criteria is followed here for 
the review of the applications. The expected and observed behavior of the isolation 
system have to be judged with respect to the performance-based requirements. 
Despite the limitations of the system under discussion, the use of such devices at 
different performance levels can be rationalized for practical application in bridges. 

 

 
1   INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, economic and other practical considerations have led the engineering community 
gradually towards the performance-based design philosophy, which goes beyond the usual 
acceptance limits of usual strength and serviceability requirements in terms of seismic 
performance of structures. At the same time, the concept of seismic isolation and energy 
dissipation has been more widely accepted as an effective and efficient measure for seismic 
protection of structures. To prepare a complete the guideline for the application of a performance-
based design approach it is essential to incorporate the seismic isolation provisions within the 
analysis and design concepts. 
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An application of one particular type of isolation system that has been widely used for some time 
is discussed here in this context. The objective is to examine the conformity of the system to the 
emerging concept of performance-based seismic design. 
 
The outline of the performance-based design approach for bridges is discussed here. Also, the 
concept and application of seismic isolation with elastoplastic devices is explained. Details of the 
application are accompanied by a study of the structures in two earthquakes. The design concepts 
and the post-earthquake evaluation can be helpful in understanding the behavior and reliability of 
the system from considerations of the performance-based approach. 
 
2   PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN OF BRIDGES 
Although the concept of performance-based seismic design has existed for some time, attempts to 
implement it on bridges have been made only recently. There have been a few publications (ATC 
1996, ATC 1997, Saiidi 1997, Floren and Mohammadi 2001), but details of the guidelines and 
recommendations are still emerging. 
 
A two-level design approach has been suggested (ATC 1997, Clough and Penzien 1993) in 
accordance with the types of ground motion considered. A ‘functional-evaluation ground motion’ 
is a moderate earthquake that has a reasonable probability of occurrence during the lifetime of the 
structure. The structure should be able to resist the forces produced from this earthquake without 
significant damage to the basic system. A ‘safety-evaluation ground motion’ is the strongest 
possible earthquake that could ever be expected to occur at the site. Considering the low 
probability of that occurring it is economically justified to allow structural damage due to this 
type of ground motion; however, total collapse and serious damage to life and property cannot be 
considered acceptable. 
 
The above two levels of expected structural behavior establish the different performance levels 
for bridges. The “Working Group on Bridge Design Issues” (Saiidi 1997) has accordingly 
identified three performance levels: 
 
1. Operational without interruption to traffic flow 
2. Operational with minor damage; and 
3. Near Collapse 
 
Following an earthquake, two service levels are possible for traffic flow. An immediate service 
level allows normal traffic after only preliminary inspection and the bridge can be opened within 
hours. In the case of more serious damage, limited service can be allowed following an 
inspection, identification of damage and possible quick repair works or adoption of temporary 
safety measures. This can be achieved within days and then only partial use of the bridge can be 
permitted with lane closures or restrictions of emergency traffic only. It is expected that the full 
service will be restored within months following the thorough repair works. 
 
The three generalized damage levels based on ATC-32 (ATC 1996) are defined as follows: 
 
Minimal Damage: Minor inelastic response may occur. Damage is restricted to narrow flexural 
cracking in concrete and permanent deformations are not apparent. 
Repairable Damage: Inelastic response may occur. Concrete cracking, reinforcement yield, minor 
spalling of cover concrete is evident. Limited damage such that the structure can be essentially 
restored to its pre-earthquake condition without the replacement of reinforcement or structural 
members. Repair should not require closure. Permanent offsets are small. 
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Significant Damage: Concrete cracking, reinforcement yield, and major spalling may require 
closure for repair. Permanent offsets may occur. Partial or complete replacement may be required. 
 
The definition of damage to the bridge and its components is very important in the performance-
based design approach. Expected damage conditions for each component following an earthquake 
should be clearly identified for each performance level. The observed damage to the bridges in 
past earthquakes can be a very good guideline in defining the expected damage condition 
corresponding to appropriate performance levels for future earthquakes. 
 
Bridge damage can be broadly classified as non-structural, structural and collapse threatening. 
Damaged parapets/guard-rails, joints or light posts are generally of non-structural types. Cracks in 
abutments, retaining walls, spalling of deck concrete are structural damages, but they normally do 
not cause immediate structural collapse. Foundation damage like soil liquefaction and subsequent 
settlements, rotation or tilting of pile caps, piers and abutments can create collapse-threatening 
situations. Also, large movements of the pier or abutments can lead to bearing failures and 
eventual partial or full loss of support for the superstructure. 
 
In some cases non-structural damage can be important factors in the overall performance of the 
bridge. Failure of electrical lights can restrict the round-the-clock use. If the bridge carries 
electrical power or telephone lines, broken wires can even force complete closure for some time.  
That can be said for leakage in the gas or water transmission line as well. On the other hand, it 
only takes the loss of power to cause complete non-functioning of bascule or vertical-lift bridges. 
In an emergency situation following an earthquake, utilities like power, telecommunication and 
water supply systems can be just as important as the road link. 
 
Bridges can be classified into three categories. “Ordinary” bridges are not considered essential in 
providing traffic access at the time of emergency. “Important” bridges generally refer to those 
which provide vital links to major roadways needed for immediate access at the time of an 
emergency. But according to ATC-18 (ATC 1997) a bridge should also be considered for its 
economic interests besides the functional significance. Toll bridges, for example, should be 
considered important because of their financing requirements in the bond market. Other economic 
considerations like the value of the connection that the bridge provides to the commercial and 
financial industries for the surrounding communities should also be noted. 
 
A bridge should be considered “Critical” when it provides essential access to essential facilities 
like hospitals, police or fire stations, communication centers etc. A critical bridge can also be a 
part of an evacuation route, or can carry essential utilities like water, gas or electricity. Besides all 
these, a very important bridge will be one that is perhaps the only physical link or the only 
uninterrupted way of communication between two big regions and should therefore also be 
considered critical. Some bridges with multiple modes of transport, like rail and road together, 
also fall into this category. 
 
The three performance criteria based on ATC-18 (ATC 1997) and the three performance levels 
proposed by the “Working group on Bridge Design Issues” (Saiidi 1997) are combined to define 
the seismic performance levels as follows (Floren and Mohammadi 2001): 
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Table 1:  Proposed Seismic Performance Levels for Bridges 
Designation Description 

Immediate Service (operational 
without interruption to traffic 
flow) 

Minimal damage has occurred. Minor inelastic response may 
occur. Damage is restricted to narrow flexural cracking in 
concrete and permanent deformations are not apparent. 

Limited Service (operational 
with minor damage) 

Some structural damage has occurred. Concrete cracking, 
reinforcement yield, and minor spalling of cover concrete are 
evident due to inelastic response. Limited damage is such that 
the structure can be essentially restored to pre-earthquake 
condition. 

Collapse prevention Significant damage has occurred. Concrete cracking, 
reinforcement yield, and major spalling may require closure for 
repair. Permanent offsets may occur. Partial or complete 
replacement may be required. 

 
Current AASHTO Design Specifications (AASHTO 1996) use a force-based approach for bridge 
design. New developments (ATC 1997, Priestley et al 1996, Kowalsky 2002) suggest that a 
displacement-based approach is more realistic for performance-based design. For bridges other 
than ordinary, ATC-18 (ATC 1997) recommended an inelastic plastic collapse mechanism or 
“pushover” analysis. The “Working Group on Bridge Design Issues” (Saiidi 1997) favoured 
inelastic time-history analysis. 
 
Some secondary events should also be considered in the design process. Aftershocks are a real 
threat for an already damaged structure and can lead to catastrophic failures. Besides, events like 
large-scale liquefaction, ground flow, flooding and even ship impacts can seriously jeopardize the 
safety of a structure. For bridges with horizontal curvature or unusual geometry, failure to take 
these details into account can grossly undermine the design process. Quality assurance during the 
construction process as well as regular maintenance and inspection are essential for any structure 
to perform in the desired manner. 
 
The performance level, earthquake design level and design performance objective are 
summarized in Figure 1 for bridges of all three importance categories (Floren and Mohammadi 
2001): 
 

Earthquake Performance Level 
Earthquake 
likelihood 
(Return 
Period) Immediate Service Limited Service Collapse Prevention 

Frequent 
(43 year)  Unacceptable Performance 

(for new construction) 

Occasional 
(72 year)  (a)  

Rare 
(475 year)  (b)  

Very rare 
(970 year)  (c)  

Figure 1: Proposed Performance Objectives for Bridges: Lines Identify Performance Objectives 
for (a) Ordinary Bridges; (b) Important Bridges; (c) Critical Bridges 
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3   ELASTOPLASTIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS FOR BRIDGES 
The use of seismic isolation and energy dissipation devices for reduction and distribution of 
seismic forces to different parts of the bridge substructure has now become an established option 
as the number of bridges using seismic isolation and energy dissipating devices has grown over 
the years to become significant. A variety of systems have been developed and used during this 
time. While most of the bridges in the United States used either elastomeric (lead-rubber) or 
sliding isolation systems, Italian engineers have often chosen mild steel hysteretic dampers with 
sliding bearings for energy dissipation. 
 
The application of lubricated sliding bearings and mild steel energy dissipating devices for 
seismic isolation involves some interesting concepts. As the mild steel elements show 
elastoplastic behavior, the forces transmitted through the system can be predicted with 
considerable accuracy irrespective of the nature of the ground motion. By adjusting the relative 
stiffness the structural elements can be confidently designed to resist the anticipated seismic 
forces. However, the plastic deformation of mild steel elements leads to large bearing 
displacements and there can be significant permanent displacements after an earthquake due to 
the absence of a restoring force mechanism in the energy-dissipating device. The fact that these 
deformations can be cumulative for subsequent earthquakes means that there has to be a large 
displacement margin for the bearings to prevent potential damage or collapse. 
 
Although this type of device has been widely used in many bridges in Italy and in some other 
countries since the mid-‘70s (Medeot 1991, Parducci and Mezzi 1991), there are not enough 
studies on the behavior of different forms of these devices. Tsopelas and Constantinou (Tsopelas 
et al 1994, Tsopelas and Constantinou 1997) performed analytical and experimental studies of 
one such device with E-shaped energy dissipating elements. They concluded that although the 
system is effective in reducing deck acceleration and transmission of forces to the substructure, 
the system exhibits much higher peak bearing displacement and permanent displacements due to 
the lack of restoring forces within the device. 
 
The operational principles of elastoplastic devices are inherently organized to fit into the 
performance-based design approach. Forces generated by ordinary conditions like wind, braking, 
centrifugal actions and even minor earthquakes are resisted elastically by the steel dampers 
without any distress. During the design earthquake the device may exhibit elastoplastic behavior 
with some permanent deformations. If necessary, the bridge superstructure will be re-centered 
externally and with replacement of any damaged element of the energy-dissipating device. In the 
case of the maximum credible earthquake the steel dampers will absorb energy  through yielding. 
If the design displacements are exceeded, there is a fail-safe mechanism in place to prevent 
structural collapse. 
 
4   PERFORMANCE OF BOLU VIADUCTS IN THE 1999 TURKEY EARTHQUAKES 
Two major structures are located in the highway between Istanbul and Ankara in Turkey, which 
is a part of the Trans European Motorway. The structures are located near the town of Bolu, 
within 15km of the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ). The structures went through two major 
earthquakes in 1999. Barr (Barr et al. 2001) has reported performances of the structures in the 
earthquakes in detail. 
 
The structures are designated Viaduct 1 and Bridge 2, as mentioned in the original reference. 
Viaduct 1 (Figure 2) is located within the section between Gumusova and Gerede. It is 
approximately 2.3km long and consists of two parallel and structurally separate viaducts with a 
total of 117 spans. Typical spans are 39.2m long and the cast-in-situ reinforced concrete deck slab 
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is supported on 7 precast pre-tensioned U beams. The continuous deck slab has expansion joints 
between the 10-span modules. There are 14 pot bearings at each pier top as every U-beam is 
supported by a separate bearing. The hollow rectangular reinforced concrete pier shafts have 
capping beams at the top. The pier height varies up to 50m. The foundations comprise up to 
37.5m long bored cast-in-situ reinforced concrete piles and thick pilecaps. 
 
Bridge 2 (Figure 3) is part of the motorway just to the west of Bolu. The structure consists of 5 
spans of 39.2m with a superstructure similar to Viaduct 1 supported on piers up to 15m high. 
 
 

    
 
 
 
The project is in a zone of high seismicity, with nearby right lateral NAFZ and other less well 
defined faults. The viaducts were designed generally in accordance with AASHTO guidelines, 
assuming peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.4g and a return period of 475 years. 
 
The seismic isolation system used in both Viaduct 1 and Bridge 2 (Figure 4) comprises sliding 
pot bearings and C-shaped steel yielding devices. To avoid loss of bearing support during an 
event exceeding the design earthquake, a system of reinforced concrete shear keys was provided 
at the superstructure-substructure interface, together with restrainer cables. 
 
The two structures experienced two major seismic events within a short period. The Kocaeli 
earthquake of 17 August 1999 had a moment magnitude of 7.4 and the epicenter was near the city 
of Izmit. The second one was the Düzce earthquake of moment magnitude 7.2, which occurred on 
12 November 1999. The epicenter was around the town of Kaynasli near Düzce. The surface fault 
rupture crossed the line of Viaduct 1 with a permanent displacement of approximately 1.5m at the 
site. 
 
Peak horizontal ground accelerations of 0.37g were recorded at Düzce during the Kocaeli 
earthquake. Viaduct 1 suffered no observed damage. The energy dissipating devices showed 
some permanent displacements as they deformed into the plastic range. A maximum relative deck 
displacement of 90mm was observed. No damage was observed in Bridge 2. 
 
In the Düzce earthquake peak ground accelerations of 0.81g were recorded at the Bolu station 
(approximately 10km from Bridge 2 location) and 0.51g at the Düzce station. The acceleration 
response spectra were considerably higher than the design spectra over a significant period range, 
particularly for the Bolu station record. 
 

Figure 2: General view of Viaduct 1 Figure 3: View of Bridge 2 
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There were some relative displacements in the Bridge 2 superstructure. Only the expansion joints 
were repaired and the bridge remained open for traffic throughout the repair work. 
 

                   
 
 
Viaduct 1 was more seriously damaged. Preliminary inspections revealed that the fault had 
ruptured across the line of the viaduct and although no span had completely lost support, 
substantial damage had occurred at the superstructure-substructure interfaces. Emergency 
measures in the forms of temporary support trusses at the pier-heads and restrainer cables at all 
four abutments were installed to prevent span collapse. 
 
A detailed survey of Viaduct 1 revealed a maximum pier tilt of 600mm and maximum pier 
rotation of 3.6 degree in plan. Differential vertical settlements of up to 170mm between adjacent 
piers were also noticed. Overall, 6% of the total number of foundations were identified as having 
suffered significant structural damage. 
 
In the superstructure, roughly 3% of the U-beams were damaged, and nearly 44% of the inspected 
beam-ends suffered damage and had to be repaired. Displacements of the beams on their plinths 
resulted in differential vertical displacements of up to 300mm at the deck surface and severe 
damage to the link slabs and parapet beams. The deck slab was also cracked and spalled at a few 
other locations but the pier crossheads and the pier stems did not suffer any serious damage.  
 
All the energy dissipation devices were damaged beyond repair and nearly half of their plinths 
were destroyed. Nearly the same proportion of the U-beam plinths was also seriously damaged 
while all the pot bearings were damaged, most of them partially or completely expelled. More 
than a third of the lateral seismic restraints (shear keys) were also severely damaged. 
 
The wide bearing shelves, system of shear keys and restrainer cables permitted large movements 
of the superstructure relative to the pier heads, thereby reducing the risk of collapse. Beams had 
been unseated with the expulsion of a large proportion of the pot bearings. Some of the precast 
beams were now unsupported or were sitting either on the bearing plinths or the pier crossheads. 
 
A major retrofit program (Mokha et. al 2002, Mokha and Zayas 2006) included measures to 
upgrade the performance of the viaduct to withstand increased ground shaking and future fault 
dislocation across the viaduct. The retrofit strategy has retained the principle of seismic isolation 
for the superstructure, and has introduced further redundancy by making the spans fully 
continuous over supports and locating a pair of isolators under the new crossbeam at the pier 
centerline. 
 

Figure 4: View of Energy Dissipation Unit 
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The retrofit strategy revised the original design criteria and the updated design earthquake had 
characteristics similar to those of the Düzce earthquake. The future fault rupture displacement 
was assumed to be +/- 250mm over the life of the structure. 
 
The retrofit proposal included re-use of all existing piers, installation of full depth transverse 
diaphragms to the deck over piers to avoid the possibility of unseating of the deck, rearrangement 
of bearings, extension of abutment bearing shelves and the addition of new piles and enlargement 
of pile-caps at locations of foundation damage. 
 
The retrofit made the deck fully continuous between movement joints for live load and 
differential thermal effects by providing full depth concrete diaphragms over the pier cross-heads. 
The sliding bearings and the energy dissipating devices were replaced by a spherical sliding 
isolation system. The new arrangement has 2 bearings at each internal pier and 4 bearings at the 
location of the deck joints. Design displacements change for different locations along the 
viaducts. To optimize the design the designers varied the radii of the sliding surfaces so that the 
stiffness of the devices matched the associated pier heights and thus relative displacements 
between the deck and the pier are reduced. 
 
To ensure the distribution of forces between adjacent modules during a seismic event, shear keys 
between diaphragms and seismic lock up devices are provided in the transverse and longitudinal 
directions respectively. Sacrificial deck elements are used with the expansion joints. Ballast walls 
at the abutments are also detailed to limit damage in the extreme earthquake. The deck elements 
and the deck parapets are designed to minimize hazard and allow access for emergency vehicles 
after a seismic event. 
 
The original investigators concluded that the damage was considerable but largely localized. The 
earthquakes were much stronger than the design earthquake and, in one case, it was from a very 
near source causing fault rupture across the line of the structure. Despite these conditions, the 
structure resisted complete collapse and most of the damaged structural elements have been 
repaired and re-used. 
 
5   EVALUATION IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE-BASED CONCEPT 
The standard design procedure according to current AASHTO guidelines was followed in the 
design of the structures. This essentially means a typical force-based philosophy was applied in 
the design. A conservative approach was adopted with the value of the response modification 
factor “R” assumed as unity, sections designed on the basis of the average of the maximum 
results from seven time-histories, and accounting for asynchronous support excitations. 
 
In addition to these, provisions to prevent loss of bearing support and total collapse during an 
extreme event exceeding the design earthquake, were included.  
 
The Kocaeli earthquake was "moderate" for both viaduct 1 and bridge 2. As expected, the 
damage to the structures was insignificant.  
 
Bridge 2 suffered a "major" event during the Düzce earthquake. But it performed satisfactorily 
with deformations comparable to analysis results. Only minor non-structural repair works (e.g. 
the expansion joints) were necessary and the bridge remained functional after the earthquake. 
 
The Düzce earthquake was an "extreme" event for Viaduct 1 with the fault rupture in addition to 
the intense ground shaking. The viaduct suffered significant but repairable structural damage and 
there was no catastrophic failure. 
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The acceleration response spectra of the Düzce earthquake were in excess of the design spectra 
over a considerable period range. In addition to that the earthquake resulted in permanent 
differential displacement across viaduct 1. Field observation and analysis (Roussis et. al 2003, 
Park et. al 2004) showed that the piers exceeded the displacement capacity of the bearings. It was 
also determined that the shear keys, both longitudinal and transverse, played a critical role in 
preventing collapse of the deck spans (Park et. al 2004, Buckle 2002), especially since the 
structure is traversed by an active fault. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The concept of performance-based seismic design has been reviewed here for application in 
bridges. A two-level design approach is accepted and three performance levels have been 
identified. 
 
The idea of application of elastoplastic isolation devices in performance-based seismic design of 
bridges has been investigated through one particular case study. The planning, applications and 
specially the performance of the devices during earthquakes have been analyzed. From the design 
rationale, serviceability and safety considerations, application of such devices seems to be 
compatible with the performance-based design approach. 
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